
“As soon as the camp was set up, they brought in plenty of water in anticipation of the fact that the intestines 

and other parts would have to be boiled. When the men had arrived, Grandma set them to boil at once and began 

slicing the meat. White Woman was helping and when No Corn had fed the men, she came out and joined them, 

while Horse Rider got to work disjointing the limbs and removing the meat from the bones. Having joined forces, 

the meat began to pile up and White Woman hung the meat on the rack while the others sliced. With three 

women and Horse Rider working together, the meat of each buffalo took about an hour and a half to get on the 

rack, and from two-thirty to five-thirty they had prepared the meat of both buffalo that the men had brought in. 

Thus it would take a single worker five or six hours for each animal.

“The hides had to be pegged out onto the ground and defleshed simultaneously with the slicing of the meat 

as they had to be stretched out while they were still fresh. After they had made considerable progress with slicing 

the meat, Grandma suggested to White Woman that she would continue with the meat and that White Woman 

might go and tend to the hides. This was the most strenuous part of the work and since No Corn was crippled, 

White Woman had to process both the hides. No Corn continued to help Grandma slice the meat, and while 

White Woman was pegging down one of the hides, Horse Rider offered to peg down the other. White Woman 

then proceeded to deflesh both of them. The fleshing tool was made of the shaft of a buffalo tibia, the small end 

cut to a fine-toothed edge and the thick end with a hole through which a rawhide strap was drawn to go around 

the wrist. White Woman bent over from a standing position, striking the fleshing tool downward and toward her 

against the hide. Some women avoided bending over by not pegging down the hide. They put a stick or tree trunk 

about 3 inches in diameter at a slant in the ground. Laying the hide over it, they tied it at the top with rawhide 

and supported the hide underneath with the palm of the left hand, applying the fleshing tool to this spot and 

then moving successively down the length, shifting the position of the hide over the log for the next section. 

This method was particularly useful when they had to work inside the tent in winter. The small scraps of meat 

removed in the defleshing were also placed on the drying rack.”
 

Ethnographic Source #1

The Pawnee went on a summer and a winter buffalo hunt each year.
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